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Today’s home entertainment revolution all comes down to this: the giant-screen

performance of a Sony Cineza Projector.  It gives digital satellite TV sports real

stadium impact.  It shows DVD movies the way they were meant to be shown:

with a big, bright picture up to 150 inches in viewing area, measured diagonal-

ly.  It makes the next generation of video games so exciting, you’ll feel like

you’re in the middle of the action.  A unique Side Shot™ feature lets you project

from an angle, freeing up center room space for your audience.  You can place

your Cineza projector in any room, even move from room to room – and its

sleek, contemporary design looks great everywhere.  

FEATURES
• Compact and Affordable. The Cineza Projector brings giant-screen 

projection within reach of more home environments and entertainment 
budgets.

• Sleek Styling. With streamlined curved cabinet, top controls, and swivel
base for easy angled viewing, your Cineza Projector looks as good as it
performs.

• Side Shot Feature. It's the first projector that gives you placement 
flexibility because it can be positioned at an angle to your screen. You can
correct for both horizontal and vertical projection angle, allowing you to 
project from one side and place your audience front and center. You can 
also raise or lower your projection angle to suit the needs of your viewing 
room.

• Sharp, Bright Giant-Screen Images. You can project brilliant images
in a range of sizes, from 40 up to 150 inches (viewable area, measured
diagonally).

• Ready for HDTV and DTV. Your Cineza Projector accepts 16:9 and
4:3 signals, including XGA – so you can adapt your system for any of the
proposed High Definition and DTV (digital TV) formats.

• Progressive-Scan Signals. Your Cineza Projector lets you reproduce
clear, sharp images from progressive-scan sources.

• Memory Stick® Input. You'll have input capability for ultra-compact
Memory Stick media, so you can view JPEG images of camcorder movies,
video presentations, data, even still images from Sony digital cameras.

• Direct Video Memory. To make registration and focus easy, you can
store picture control settings in memory for multiple home entertainment
components, including VHS tape, DVD disk, TV programs, or computer
input – then switch quickly by remote control to the ideal setting for what-
ever you’re watching.

• Backlit Remote Control. A newly designed Sony Remote Commander®

unit puts projector setup and operating controls at your fingertips – with
backlit panel that makes controls easy to see even when room lights are
low.


